
Connect to Data in Your GL/ERP

The ability to automate forward-looking financial statements is transforming the 
world of FP&A and creating new opportunities for financial leaders and the 
businesses they support. By assessing how different scenarios and assumptions will 
impact the organization and knowing what funds are available at any point in time, 
finance teams can uncover new opportunities to accelerate growth and minimize 
risk. 

THE SYNCHRONIZATION 
ADVANTAGE
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Accurate, synchronized forecasting of critical financial statements 
can deliver a direct line of sight into the future financial health of 
your company. Producing accurate and timely statements – and 
gaining immediately actionable insights from them – is critical for 
understanding whatʼs going on in the business and assessing the 
financial impact of corporate decisions.

Few CFOs take the time to forecast their balance sheets, mistakenly 
preferring to rely on their P&Ls to guess or predict their future cash 
levels. Granted, forecasting a balance sheet is a difficult task and 
nearly impossible to do in Excel. But we believe itʼs an exercise worth 
doing as the balance sheet provides critical details that you  could 
easily miss in your P&L.

We wish we had a nickel for every management team that believed 
their companies were on target for achieving their goals but ran out 
of cash before they could meet them. There is only one way to avoid 
this situation: forecast your cash flow. Thereʼs no doubt that 
forecasting cash flow can be inaccurate. But most inaccuracies stem 
from one of three root causes: lack of communication, poor 
resources or forecasting methodology. 

Automating P&L, Balance Sheet, and 
Cash Flow Statements

See Your Company's Financial Health, Today and Into the Future
 

Most finance leaders acknowledge that ongoing forecasting is vital for keeping 
business performance on track, but many tell us they cannot do so as often or as 
quickly as they would like. Coordinating data to analyze, report and predict 
performance simply requires too much time and effort, but thatʼs changing with 
intelligent planning platforms. 

Automate Financial Statements
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Imagine the value of spending less time reconciling and more time analyzing! 
 

With Planning Maestroʼs automated and synchronized financial statements youʼll 
know, with confidence, that youʼll be able to execute the forecasted P&L, youʼll 
understand whether you will have sufficient cash to purchase inventory for your 
projected growth, youʼll see that you will have the cash to support the additional 
workforce in your forecast, and much more.


